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The perfect outdoor space. 

The refreshment of nature is waiting—in your backyard. All 
you need to unwind and enjoy family and friends is the time-
honored pergola. 

The most open and airy of outdoor structures, pergolas 
block none of the gentle, refreshing breezes you want, while 
letting in a welcome portion of the sun’s warming rays. 

Pergolas are adaptable. For a more private area, side 
curtains are attractive and easy to add. For more protection 
against strong sun or light rain a variety of covering options 
are possible, from fabrics to fiberglass to retractable shade 
canopies. 

When woven throughout the top beams, cloth coverings are 
both beautiful and functional. Cover a pergola with vines 
or lush greenery and you have an eco-friendly solution 
for keeping out unwanted sunlight and staying dry in mild 
showers. 

When it comes to style, you can choose from our classic and 
contemporary designs in a range of looks that will match 
your home and personal taste. Plus, our wide variety of sizes 
means you’ll find one that perfectly fits the space you have 
available. 

A PERGOLA
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WHY BUY A VINYL PERGOLA?

Today’s vinyl is a high quality product that’s strong, durable and beautiful. The best part? 
Very little maintenance is required to keep it clean and fresh looking year after year—just 
mild soap and water does the trick. Plus, because our vinyl is made from 50% recycled 
materials using nonpolluting manufacturing methods, you can feel good about more 
than just the beauty of your vinyl pergola... You can know that you’re helping protect the 
environment, too.
   • Maintenance Free
   • Durable
   • Won’t Warp
   • Won’t Crack or Split
   • Looks fresh
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WHY BUY A WOOD PERGOLA?

Wood pergolas, like their vinyl counterparts, are built to last. Made by expert craftsmen using 
pressure-treated woods with protective stains or paints, they provide years of worry-free 
enjoyment. Create the perfect outdoor retreat—one that will stand up to the elements season 
after season, while adding value to your home. Invite your loved ones over, and enjoy. 
  • Naturally appealing
  • Warm, elegant good looks
  • Treated to withstand the elements

Tall summer grass,  
           swaying in the breeze...
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 6         COZY RETREAT

Shown with optional EZShade canopy



Vinyl Cozy Retreat

Add a covering and side curtains to create a shady spot 
on a sunny afternoon, or a bit of privacy as evening 
closes in. With so many shapes, sizes and gorgeous 
options, you can create a pergola to perfectly suit your 
tastes.

Lattice walls, decorative posts and other special details 
make it easy to create your own little corner of the 
world in your backyard landscape. An ideal retreat, any 
time of day.

Summer sun,  
  soothing cares away…        
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Shown with optional EZShade canopy
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Shown as standard cedar Cozy Retreat with cedar stain and optional EZShade canopy



Cedar Cozy Retreat

As a landscape feature or a special place 
for reading, relaxing or daydreaming, our 
charming little pergola adds real flair to 
your property. Sturdy square posts and 
carved beams add unique appeal.

The scent of flowers, waiting to enjoy…           
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Shown with cedar stain



10         COZY RETREAT

Shown with half wall and cedar stain



Pressure Treated Cozy Retreat

Withstand time and outdoor elements with 
this classically styled pergola. Our warm 
wood is beautiful and practical, framing 
your candlelit dinner table, or as a natural 
accent to any blossoming landscape.

Bird songs, 
     echoing through the trees...
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Shown with optional decorative ends and braces
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Shown as standard vinyl wall-mounted Cozy Retreat with lattice top



Vinyl Wall-Mounted Cozy Retreat

Expand your home with this seamlessly in-
tegrated pergola feature. Our vinyl construc-
tion is ideally low/no maintenance and very 
weather resistant for a carefree long-life op-
tion that elevates any structure you choose.

Bringing home with you
  to the outdoors...
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Shown as cedar Cozy Retreat Wall-mounted with lattice top and lattice wall
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Cedar Wall-Mounted Cozy Retreat

Give a face lift to your home’s facade with this 
seamlessly integrated pergola feature. Avail-
able in a range of sizes, the possibilities are 
endless for how you can embellish it for the 
ever-changing seasons.

Whispering  leaves 
      rustling in the  trees...
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Vinyl Picnic Paradise

Fire up the grill and invite the neighbors—
there’s plenty of room for everyone in this 
casual, comfortable pergola. Built with a 
sleek design and white vinyl, it’s clean, 
inviting, and sure to become one of the 
most popular spots in your neck of the 
woods. Better keep the freezer stocked!

When day is done,  
          a space to rest or play…      
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Shown with optional EZShade canopy



Cedar Picnic Paradise

This Mediterranean inspired pergola 
ensemble whispers for a picnic filled with 
fine cheeses, meats, and olives. Relax 
within the soft details and wisp away in 
conversation within this warm escape. 

Crystal waters, 
      reflecting golden rays…        
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CEDAR     1918         PICNIC PARADISE

Shown as standard  cedar Picnic Paradise with cedar stain



Pressure Treated Picnic Paradise

A soft and light frame that hugs picnic guests 
together with its whimsical charm. The wood 
is durable and maintenance-free, so be pre-
pared for lots of time hosting by having the 
most inviting backyard on the street.

Your very own  getaway,
       listening to nature’s  song...
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Shown as standard pressure treated Picnic Paradise



Wall-Mounted Picnic Paradise

A more economical way to add on to 
your home and expand into the outdoors. 
Hearty beams anchor this picnic back-
drop and provide elegant dimension to 
any patio, deck, or courtyard. 

A quiet oasis to gather
with loved ones
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Shown as standard wall-mounted Picnic Paradise
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Shown as extended-width cedar Celebration Center with 2X12 headers/arches with additional top runners



Celebration Center

You’re sure to appreciate the style and 
details of this Asian-inspired design. 
It’s the perfect place for relaxing and 
recharging both body and mind.

Children’s  laughter,  
       the purest  kind of joy...
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Shown as standard pressure treated Celebration Center with 68” wall and 12” lattice



Cedar Oasis

Sturdy craftsman style meets clean invit-
ing edges in this timeless classic. Perfect 
as-is allowing a sunny setting around pool 
loungers, or decorate with natural vines 
and flowers to create a shaded sanctuary.

Leaves rustle, the scent of pine 
cleanses the mind
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Shown as standard cedar Oasis with cedar stain (Vinyl posts available)



Rough Sawn Oasis

This charming pergola not only adds 
elegance to your landscape, it also 
provides a place to gather and relax after 
a long day. The beautiful structure is a 
perfect oasis for dining and parties.

Healing breezes surround you, 
laden with scents of the garden
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Shown as standard rough sawn cedar Oasis (Cedar posts available)



BUILD YOUR VINYL PERGOLA

Choose your size. 1.

36” Decor 
Post Cover

6” Decor 
Post Base

Standard 
Post

Designed 
Post

Tapered
Post

Choose your post style.2.

Be sure to check how much space you have available for your pergola. 
Measurements are based on TOP dimensions, not the bottom posts. Beams 
and purlins extend 16” past post positions.

Posts set the tone of your pergola, from bold to serene. 

• 8’ x 8’ – 8’ x 20’

• 10’ x 10’ – 10’ x 24’

• 12’ x 12’ – 12’ x 28’

• 14’ x 14’ – 14’ x 32’ 

• 16’ x 16’ – 16’ x 32

Pergola sizes come in 2 foot increments.}
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Choose your options.3.

Lattice Top

Half Wall

68” Privacy Wall with Lattice Top

Full Privacy Wall

Lattice Corner36” Privacy Wall with Lattice

Want privacy or protection from the sun? Pick your style. 

Full Lattice
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BUILD YOUR WOOD PERGOLA

Choose your size. 1.

 36” Decor 
Post Cover

 6” Post
Base

 Standard 
Post

Turned
Post

Choose your post style.2.

Be sure to check how much space you have available for your 
pergola. Measurements are based on TOP dimensions, not the 
bottom posts. Beams and purlins extend 16” past post positions.

Posts set the tone of your pergola, from bold to serene. 

• 8’ x 8’ – 8’ x 20’

• 10’ x 10’ – 10’ x 24’

• 12’ x 12’ – 12’ x 28’

• 14’ x 14’ – 14’ x 32’ 

• 16’ x 16’ – 16’ x 32

Pergola sizes come in 2 foot increments.}
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Posts set the tone of your pergola, from bold to serene. 

Choose your options.3.

Lattice Top

68” Privacy Wall with Lattice Top

Full Privacy Wall

Lattice Corner36” Privacy Wall with Lattice

Want privacy or protection from the sun? Pick your style. 

Full Lattice
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Half Wall
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CUSTOM COLOR OPTIONS

Choose your wood color. 1.

Choose your vinyl color. 1.

Natural
(Unstained)

Cinder

White

Mahogany

Almond

Clear

Clay

Walnut

Black

Cedar
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Charcoal
Tweed

Black Forest
Fancy

Heather Beige
Classic

Burgundy
Black White

Choose your EZShade color. 1.

Westfield
Mushroom

Dubonnett
Tweed

East Ridge
Cocoa

Grey
Black White

Hemlock
Tweed

Linen
Tweed

Navy Taupe
Fancy

Royal Blue
Tweed
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SEE WHAT OTHER CUSTOMERS BUILT
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SEE WHAT OTHER CUSTOMERS BUILT
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